
chapter I I  Experimental  Detai ls of  the Molecular Beam, Liquid Surfaces, and
Spectroscopic Detection

2 .1 Introduct ion

Experimental  studies of gas- l iquid scatter ing dynamics involve a molecular

beam that strikes a refreshed liquid surface where translational and internal state

distributions of the scattered gas are measured with a pb-salt diode laser

spectrometer. Throughout this thesis, important details of the specific experimental

conditions are listed in each chapter to help understand the measurements. .l.o

complement these descriptions, additional information of the components are outlined

and discussed in this chapter for the general experimental setup that is il lustrated in

Figure 2.1. The objective to understand the energy transfer dynamics involves

measuring the change between initial and final states of the CO2 projectile. Based on

this scheme' the scattering experiments necessitate a thorough characte rizationof the

molecular beam and liquid surface to quantify the initial state of the system. These

preliminary studies also are used to show that the final distributions reflect nascent

collision conditions between the gas and liquid surface.

In these studies, skimmed morecurar beams are emproyed in an effort to (i)

control the incident energy, (ii) reduce the angular spread, and (iii) Iimit the

temperature of the internal state distribution.l These projectiles are scattered from

low vapor pressure liquids in a chamber under high vacuum where the flux is

measured with a high resolution infrared laser. The liquids are prepared via methods
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the Pb-salt diode laser spectrometer used to detect COz
in the gas-l iquid scattering experiments.

that ensure the liquid target is clean and freshly renewed.' The laser detects the

scattered COz l-2 cm from the surface, which imposes an important condition on the

choice of incident flux and liquid surface. Specifically, the mean free path fbr COz in

the chamber should be at least an order of magnitude larger than the surface-to-laser

distance to guarantee the measured distributions reflect only the dynamics of the gas-

liquid interaction. Such a requirement limits the incident flux, background pressures,

and vapor pressure of the liquid. The versatility of high resolution diode laser enables
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us to characterize the translation, rotation. vibration, and M;-states of the scattered

co2. Important aspects about the laser diode spectrometer, molecular beam, and

liquid surface preparation are covered to il lustrate the initial characterization of the

system. In addition, the computer-controlled interface and data analysis are described

in detai l .

2.2 Laser Detection Scheme

2.2.1 Pb-salt  Diode Laser

As i l lustrated in Figure 2.1,the infrared spectrometer is bui l t  around a tunable

single mode Pb-salt diode laser. The diode generates light that is tunable around ), :

4.2 pm,lvhich is used to detect incident and scattered COz through direct Beer's Law

absorption. Important features of the diode include single mode lasing, low

amplitude noise, and narrow line width (Avlur.. = 20 MHz) to accurately determine the

internal state populations of the Doppler broadened absorption profiles. Details of the

laser physics are extensively covered in expert reviews and texts, while the specific

operating characteristics have been presented in previous JILA theses.l,a Based on

the collection of previous work, this section provides a brief overview of the diode

laser, as well as specifics about its use in the gas-liquid scattering experiments.

The diode laser is an optical oscillator that incorporates both the gain medium

and optical cavity inside a semiconductor r.vith cleaved ends. The construction of the

laser is based on lead salts that are doped with impurities from groups III and V on

the periodic table. Figure 2.2 illustrates the physical and chemical components of the
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Figure 2.2 Heterojunction Pb-salt diode laser.

heterojunction laser, which has been constructed fiom molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) to precisely control  the thickness of the di f ferent layers in the diode .r  In

general ,  the Pb-salt  diode behaves as a typical  semiconductor where the electronic

structure includes valance (VB) and conduct ion bands (CB) for the electrons (e ) .s

Electrons within these bands are distributed based on energy by a Boltzmann f-actor

that incorporates a temperature. At 300 K, the energy difl-erence between the VB and

CB results in a distribution where the vast majority of electrons reside in the valance

band. These electrons may be excited into the conduction band if the semiconductor

absorbs a photon with an energy greater than the band gap, (Egup: Ecu - EvB), which

leads to a positive hole (h-) in the valance band. The physical process is il lustrated in

Figure 2.3ato show a transition, for which energy and momentum (ft) are conserved,

i.e. a vertical with respect to fr. Once the e--h- pair is created, dynamics in the

semiconductor may lead to recombination through either radiative or nonradiative

pathways.
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Figure 2.3 Electronic structure of a semiconductor. (a) Energy versus
momentum for a typical semiconductor that absorbs a photon to promote an electron
from the valance to conduction band. (b) Population inversion leads to radiative
recombination to generate lasing in the diode.
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To utilize these properties for lasing, the Pb-salt diode is grown with an active

region that is defined by the p-n junction. Figure 2.2 shows that the pb salts in the

diode have been doped with either Tl (p-type) or Bi (n-type). These impurities lead to

crystal sites that either have one too many (n) or too f.* (p) electrons to bond with

the semiconductor lattice. The extra electron from the n-type impurity easily reaches

the conduction band through thermal excitation, at which point it may diffuse and

recombine with a hole in a p-type impurity. As a result, positive and negative charges

develop as the electrons and holes diffuse across the junction. The process stops

when the voltage drop across this depletion region is large enough to prevent further

diffusion of e- and h*. To generate a population inversion, an external voltage is

applied across the p-n junction to counter the inherent potential difference across the

depletion region. once the diode is forward biased in this way, electrons flow

through the conduction band to create the necessary population inversion. These

electrons may recombine with holes in the valance band to emit a photon as they are

forced into the same physical region of the diode. The process is il lustrated in Figure

2.3b for a general population inversion in the semiconductor. Constant current

injection into the active region maintains the population inversion that lead to

continuous (cw) lasing.

In addition to the gain medium, the optical cavity of the laser is formed by

cleaving the ends of the semiconductor to utilize the properlies of Fresnel reflection.

The index of refraction in the diodes is = 5 at l. = 4.2 pm, which leads to cavity

mirrors that are = 44o/o reflective. As illustrated in Figure 2.2,the physical length of

the active region is : 250 pm, rvhich conesponds to a free spectral range (FSR) of = 4
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cm-' for the cavity. The diode begins lasing rvhen the round trip gain in the cavity

exceeds the losses, rvhich include photons that are lost to reabsorption by the

semiconductor, transmission through the cleaved ends, or pathrvays oLrt of the active

region. In addition, lasing competes with nonradiative pathways that involve

recombination at lattice defect sites and Auger processes. Sustained lasing requires

increasing the injection current to the point rvhere the radiative recombination leads to

stimulated emission in the cavity. The specific currents to reach lasing threshold

depend upon the temperature of the diode. For example, the threshold rises from I I 0

mA at 8l  K to 203 mA at l l  I  K for the Pb-salt  diode used in the COz experiments.

In general, the threshold current increases with temperature because losses due to

Auger recombination processes tend to increase with temperature as well.

2.2.2 Laser Tuning

The laser used in the COz scattering studies is part of a spectroscopic system

developed by a company once known as Laser photonics, which is now Laser

Components. The laser is a heterojunction diode (model L5622-2100, serial no. g7-

05) mounted on a cold finger inside a main liquid N2-cooled dewar (L5736, position

#3), which is fed by an auxiliary reservoir (L5737) to provide extended periods

befween refills. The frequency of light depends on the band gap of the

semiconductor, which changes with temperature at arate of 34 cm-l4(. This feature

of the diode laser requires a controller that provides a dynamic range to access many

temperatures and long time stability for scanning purposes. The temperature inside

the dewar is regulated through resistive heating tape (13 O) that is firmly secured to

the base of the main reservoir. Trvo silicon diodes are also aftached to this cold finser
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to provide a feedback reference to the temperature controller (Laser photonics,

SP5720). The voltage drop across the diodes is measured and compared to the set

point voltage on the controller. The actual voltages correspond to a particular

temperature through a cal ibrat ion curve l isted in Table 2.1. Servo loop electronics

steady the temperature to within 0.1 mK so that the drift over the course of a scan (=

I  m i n )  i s  n e g l i g i b l e .

In addition to stability, the controller provides enough current to resistively

heat the diode to = 180 K. The base temperature is determined by the quality of

vacuum in the insulating walls of the dewar, rvhich is periodically evacuated to

remove condensed gas that leaks into the chamber. Instead of a restoration to room

temperature, a partial rvarming routine is fypically employed to help maintain the

mapped-out mode structure of the laser. To do this, the vacuum port is connected to a

LN2 trapped diflusion pump, at which point the temperature controller is set to bring

the dewar to 180 K (Ta"*,",:0.6900 v) to herp rerease gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,

argon and coz. After - l-3 hours of pumping, the valves are closed, the heater is

turned off, and the dewar is allowed to cool back to LN2 temperatures. Base

temperatures typically reach 80-81 K with this procedure.

The injection current also determines the frequency of the diode laser. The

process is based on the response ofthe index ofrefraction to the local charge density

in the active region of the semiconductor. The index of refraction increases with

current, which effectively lengthens the laser cavity. As a result, the diode may be

continuously tuned with a modulated current at a rate of = 2 MHzJpA. The controller

is a commercial unit from ILX Lightrvave (LDx-3620), which is designed to be an
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Table 2.1 Diode laser dervar temperature calibration

Voltage T (K) Voltage T (K)

0.9797

0.9643

70
77

0.9620 78

0.9597 79

0.9574 80

0 .9550  81

0.9527 82

0.9503 83

0.9419 84

0.9455 85

0.9431 86

0.9406 Bl

0.9382 88

0.9357 89

0.9332 90
0.9307 9 l
0.9281 92
0.9256 93

0.9230 94
0.9204 95
0 . 9 1 7 8  9 6
0 .9152 9 7
0.9125 98
0.9099 99
0.9072 100
0.9022 102

Vol tage T (K)

0.8972 104

0.8921 106
0 .8871  108

0 .882  r  I  l 0
0.8770 t t2
0 . 8 7 1 9  |  t 4
0 .8669  I  16

0 . 8 6 1 8  I  I  B
0.8567 t20
0 .83  r  2  130
0.8054 140
0.7795 150

0.3664 298

ultra low noise current supply. This is important because any current noise on the

source corresponds to additional line width broadening bascd on the tuning rate of the

laser. For example, the specifications from ILX claim that the current noise should be

<2ltA RMS in a l0 kHz bandwidth, which would correspond to an addit ional4-5

MHz of broadening beyond the inherent line rvidth of the laser. These noise sources

are carefully analyzed with simple diagnostics that involve passing the output of the

current controller through a l0 O resistor to generate a voltage, which is sent to a

spectrum analyzer. Adapters have been made to attach at various points along the

cable layout to help identify any additional sources of noise. A sample noise

spectrum is plotted in Figure 2.4 to assess the difference befween the high and low

band width settings. In addition, detailed analysis shows that the noise amplitude
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Figure 2.4 Spectral noise density of diode raser current control ler.

overal l  frequencies is2-3 t imes lower forthe 200 mA versus 500 mA sett ing. Such

a result clearly indicates the modulation circuitry contributes to the noise on the

output. Additional features in the spectrum include a peak at 100 kHz that

corresponds to the vibrational frequency of a quartz oscillator used in the A/D forthe

digital display. These effects have been minimized through an external modification

where the oscillator is isolated from the circuit board with an on-off switch. Such a

feature once again illustrates the limitations of the ILX design. Current efforts in the

JILA electronics shop have produced current sources with noise floors one to three

orders of magnitude lower than the best ILX drivers.
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The procedure to scan the diode laser across a rovibrational transition involves

several steps. First, the temperature is set and allorved to stabilize, at which point the

current is tuned to the general vicinity of the transition. once the absorption feature

has been identified on the scope trace of the reference gas cell, the current is slowly

decreased so that the starting point of the scan is shifted 500-1000 MHz belorv the

centerline transition frequency. The data acquisition software provides an output

voltage to the current controller that is incrementally increased to scan the laser after

every gas pulse' This voltage output first passes through the ground loop breaker and

low pass filter that is il lustrated in Figure 2.5 with the ILX current controller set to the

DC MoD position. Further details of this routine are outlined in the comments

within the source code in of the scanning prograrn listed in Appendix D.
'l 'he 

diode laser covers = 90%o of the frequencies bctween 2293 and2375 cm-l

with light powers that range from : 0.r - 2 pw depending on tne remperature and

injection current. Various combinations of temperatures and currents are used to

access the majority of these frequencies. Generally, the laser covers = I cm-r in a

single longitudinal mode before the gain curve shifis and the frequency jumps ahead

by one FSR of the cavity. Sample tuning curves are plotted in Figure 2.5 to show the

frequency coverage as a function of current for trvo temperatures. Spectral maps are

generated every time the diode is temperature cycled, which tends to restructure the

semiconductor band structure by small amounts. The characterization involves

sweeping the laser with a saw-tooth wave from a function generator so that signals

from the reference gas cell and etalon are visible on an oscilloscope. Transitions are

^a
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Figure 2.5 Spectral  coverage of diode laser.  A simple di f ferent ial  ampl i f ier is
used to electronically isolate the current controller from the computer interface.

recorded as a function of T(V) and i for rotational states in the ground (0000) and

degenerate excited state (01r"/b; vibrational manifold. Tables of temperatures,

currents, and transitions are used to find the correct frequencies in the incident beam

characterizati on and sc atterin g experi ments.6,7

As the diode laser scans across Doppler broadened absorption profiles in the

experiment, the line shapes are best characterized by a convolution of Gaussian and

-a
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Frequency noise of pb-salt  diode laser.

Lorentzian components within a Voigt function. The Gaussian fiaction corresponds

to a veloci ty distr ibut ion within rhe gas sample, which is typical ly Maxwel l_

Boltzmann and defined by the temperature of the sample. Additional line shape

broadening is due to the width of the laser (Av1u." , = 20 MHz), which are extracted

from a least squares deconvolution of the two components. A simple test to confirm

these values involves a frequency-to-amplitude transducer that converts fiequency

noise on the laser into amplitude noise. To do this, the laser is parked on the side of a

co2 absorption, at which point peak-to-peak amplitude noise is recorded for the

given laser power. The laser is then tuned off-resonance to determine the baseline

noise level' which is subtracted from the first measurement in quadrature. This

-a
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amplitude noise (in absorbance) is converted to frequency noise through the srope at
the side of the coz absorption rine shape. rvhich provides a direct rerationship

between absorbance and frequency. These varues reflect a broad-band

characterization of the noise. To herp understand the freqLrency components, the
transducer signals are also recorded by a spectru m analyzerto reveal the noise density
as a funct ion of f requency'  The noise spectraldensity forthe coz laser is i l lustrated
in Figure 2.6.

2.2.3 Detcctors

Infiared right detectors in the spectrometer are buirt fiom semiconductor

mater iars simirar to the construct ion of the raser diode. As depicted in Figure 2.3a,
the detector erement absorbs incident radiation rvhere photons r.vith hv , Erun excite
electrons frorn the varance to the conduction band. This process is typica,y
characterized by a quantum yield, rvhich is the number of electron-hole pairs created
per photon' Detectors made rvith materiars such as InSb and HgcdTe have quantum
yields that typically exceed 90%' Based on the properties of the semiconductor, these
devices are combined with erectronic amprifiers in one of two ways. The first type is
photoconductive (PC) in which the excited electron in the conduction band decreases
the impedance of the semiconductor. The second crass of detectors is photovortaic
(PV)' which is based on ap-ndiode junction where photons excite erectrons from the
vB to the cB in the depretion region of the diode. These erectrons are then
accelerated by the bias voltage to create a photocurrent through the detector element.
Both types of detectors provide an extremely sensitive way to monitor laser power for
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Figure 2.7 Erectronic amprifier circuits for InSb photovortaic and MCTphotoconductive detectors.
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the direct absorption experiments. As a result, each detector is fully characterized to

determine sources of noise that may inhibit optimar performance.

The laser detection scheme includes splitting the light onto two detectors. The

first path involves multiple passes through the vacuum chamber to measure the

density of Coz in the scattered flux, while the second fraction is passed directly onto

a reference detector. In this configuration, the signal and reference detectors are InSb

photovoltaics (lnfrared Associates, IS-0.5), for which the elements have been

matched in an effort to generate identical amplitude and frequency responses within

cach detector circuit. The semiconductor is mounted in a liquid N2 dewar that is built

with sapphire windows and a 30" field-of-view (Fov) cold shield to reduce shot

noise fronl incident blackbody radiation. The element itself is square with an area of

0.5 x 0.5 mm2, which leads to an inherent capacitance of 20 pF across the InSb

material' 1'he photocurrent from the InSb passes into an amplifier circuit that is

directly mounted to the back of the dewar in a side sealed compartment. The

schematic is printed in Figure 2.7ato illustrate the two-stage amplification, which is

based on an initial transimpedance of 39.4 ko. The photocurrent and transimpedance

lead to a voltage drop across the first stage of the amplifier, where v: rR. The

second stage of the amplifier provides adjustable gain from l_30.2that is controlled a

potentiometer in the circuit. The low power from the diode laser requires the

maximum amplification, so the potentiometer has been set so the gain is 30.2. In

addition, a buffer is included to measure the voltage directly after the transimpedance

amplifier' The gain of the second stage may be calculated directly fiom the ratio of

the two voltage outputs on the circuit.
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Figure 2.8 current noise of signal and refbrence InSb detectors.

The sensit ivity of these detectors is based on fundamental noise l imitations of

the individual components in the circuit.  The contributions include (i) detector

element noise, ( i i)  Johnson noise from the transimpedence resistor. ( i i i )  amprif ier

noise, and (iv) shot noise from background blackbody radiation. These incoherent

sources add together in quadrature to limit the overall performance of the detector,

which is characterized with an FFT spectrum analyzer. The plot in Figure 2.g shows

the noise density of both detectors, where the measurement invorr es passins the

-
-/
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output voltage directly into the analyzer. The baseline current noise above I kHz is =

0.9 pAlHztt2 for both detectors, which corresponds to a voltage noise of 36.2

nY,-rlHzt/2 across the 39.4 ke transimpedence. To better understand the

contributions to this noise level, \\,e can investigate the magnitude of each component

listed in the first part of this paragraph. First, the intrinsic noise on the detector

element is not provided by the manufacturer, so the value is estimated from the noise

measurements at the end of the analysis. Second, Johnson noise from the resistor is

Y,,,,rlllzt/2 : (4kBTR)tn, which leads to 25.7 ny,^,/Hzt/2 for the 39.4 ko resistor at

room temperature. Third, the amplifier (AD743N) includes both current and voltage

noise sources, which are specified to be 6.g fAr^r/Hzt/2 and 2.9 nyr^r/Hzt/2,

respectively. The current noise adds an additionar 0.2g nv,-r/Hzll2 across the

transimpedence resistor' i.e. completely negligible when the sum of these sources are

added in quadrature.

The final component is shot noise from the flux of photons due to room

temperature background blackbody radiation. Shot noise contributions are governed

by i,*,[Llzl/2 : (2qioc)t/', which requires an estimate for the photocurrent from the

blackbody photons. The flux density (photons/s/mr) *uy be integrated over

wavelengths that range from the visible to 5.5 pm, which is the spectral region where

the InSb detector responds to light. Such a calculation reveals that the incident flux

of photons is 2.6 x l0l6 photons islcm2,rvhich coresponds to 6.6 x l0r3 photons/s for

a detector area of 0.5 * 0.5 mm2. As previousry mentioned, the Fov cord shierd is

designed to significantly reduce this incident flux by only exposing the detector to

room temperature blackbody through a 30" solid angle. The FOV decreases the flux

l

-
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Figure 2.9 Frequency response of InSb detectors.

by a factor of 0.0334 to yield 2.21 x l012 photons/s, which coresponds to 0.35 pA of

photocurrent i f  the quantum yield is assumed to be near unity.  Shot noise from this

background current is 0.34 pA,^,lHztt2, which leads to 13.3 ny,^JHztt2.

contr ibut ions from shot noise, Johnson noise, and the ampl i f ier result  in 29.1

nYrn,rlHzt/2, which can be used to estimate the noise on the detector element. As a

result, we estimate the detector noise to be 2l.l nV,.n/Hzll2, which is a factor of two

betterthan the previous InSb detectors used in earlier versions of the Pb-salt diode

laser spectrometer.

c-9094-IS
--+- G-9095-IS
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The detectors respond to changes in right revers on a time scare that

correspond to the finite bandwidth created by the capacitance of the p-n junction ancl

the transimpedence in the arnplifier. The bandwidth is measured with a red LED thar

is controlled by a square wave from a function generator. These rwo components are

tested with a silicon photodiode (FND-100) rvith a bandwidth of 700kHz ro ensure

the frequency response of the testing equipment is adequate for the InSb

characterization' The plot in Figure 2.9 shows the relative response of each detector

at a series of frequencies that extend out to 500 kHz. From this plot, the bandwidth of

these detectors is defined by the -3dB point, which falls at 150 kHz for the InSb

circui t .

Infrared light in the frequency diagnostic arm of the spectrometer is detected

with Hgcdre PC detectors, which are used to record the transmission fringes through

the etalon and room temperature absorption profile in the rerbrence gas ceil. The

MCT element is 1.0 x r .0 mm2 and is mounted behind a 30" Fov cord shierd in a

liquid N2 cooled dewar. These semiconductors are sensitive to light with

wavelengths that reach 12.5 pm. Signals are processecl with the amplifier circuit

printed in Figure 2.7b, which shows the output vortages are AC coupred. The

voltages are sent to lock-in amplifiers where the signals are heterodyned against a

reference signal. In general, the MCT elements are an order of magnitude less

sensitive compared to the InSb materials. These particular detectors are worse due to

previous damage or other general mishandling. Despite these limitations, laser

powers that correspond to a fraction of pW on each detector are visible on the MCT
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detectors. The sensitivity of the element + amplifier is significantly improved by the
lock-in ampl ifi cation scheme.

2.2.4 Spectrometer

other than the laser and detectors, the spectrometer consists of additional

optical components that are used to measure the scattered coz frux and frequency of
the laser' The entire spectrometer is built rvithin a purge box built from t/q,,sheets of
plexiglass that is fii led with dry N2 to remove atmospheric coz fiom the path of the
laser beam. The infrastructure of the box incrudes aluminum posts, hinges, and crasps

to keep the lids closed during experiments. Airtight seals are generated with weather

stripping and erectricar tape arong the searing surfaces. poryflo tubing from a rA tank

of nitrogen is passed into the purge box to eriminate the presence of coz. In generar,

l-2 full tanks are used for an incident beam + scaftering expcriment. .l.he 
remaining

parts of the spectrometer are constructed from stock and custom mirrors and lenses.

Stock lenses are made from either BaF2 or caF2, whire the mirrors are gord on a base

of chromium with Zerodur or fused silica substrates. These optics are available from

Janos, Edmund optics, or cvl. Further details about the custom pieces are provided

throughout the description in the text.

The iilustration in Figure 2. r shows the ways in rvhich the raser beam is sprit
within the spectrometer to measure the scattered flux as a function of frequency.

Before the beam is sprit, the right is carefury cotimated with an off_axis parabora

(oAP) (Janos, 48037-305, d = 3", f = r.5") positioned directry in front of the raser
output' The cartoon in Figure 2.10 shows the oAP on an x yz translation stage that is
fixed to an adapter plate for coarse alignment on the laser table. This plate has /q,,

-/
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Figure 2'10 Laser col l imat ion and telescope conf igurat ion. The diode laser l ight isfirst collimated with an off-axis parabola, after which- it passes through a 4: I reducing
telescope. A pinhole aperture is used to spatially filter the beam. The IR beam is
overlapped with a HeNe beam for alignment throughout the rest of the spectrometer.

thru holes positioned in a pattern that allows the oAP to be positioned anywhere with

respect to the laser. To coarsely locate the oAP in front of the laser, a HeNe beam is

aligned 4" off the laser table, and then passed onto the oAp toward the dewar

window' The oAP is translated into place so that the HeNe spot focuses down to the
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front of the diode. At this point, an IR detector is placed near the OAp along the path

of the HeNe. The diode laser is turned on, and rvith a little luck, the detector indicates

the presence of IR light. The position of the translation stage is optimized to focus

the IR l ight direct ly onto the detector element.  Beam col l imat ion cont inues by

repositioning the detector a few inches farther away from the OAp along the desired

propagation path. Once again the position of the OAP is optimized to refocus the

light onto the detector. This scheme is iterated through a series of distances where the

goal is to focus the light onto a detector that is an infinite distance away. At each

step' the beam diameter is measured for several points along the propagation path to

help determine the position of the waist. Once the detector reaches the end of the

table, the output of the laser is considered to be well-collimated with typical beam

diameters of 1.0 -  1.2 cm.

To help manage the laser beam throughout the spectrometer, the Iight is

passed through a series of optics that reduce the beam diameter by a factor of 4. The

reducing telescope shown in Figure 2.10 is built from two BaFz lenses with the first

lens (d: 50.8 cm, f :20 cm) fixed so that the center is 4', above the table. The

second lens (d :25.4 cm, f : 5 cm) is mounted to an x y z stagethat is positioned =

25 cm away. The stage is used to fine tune the position of the second lens so that the

output is once again well-collimated. The reducing telescope also includes a pinhole

spatial fi lter positioned at the beam rvaste. The pinhole is an adjustable iris that is

also mounted to an x y z stage, which enables the aperture to be precisely positioned

to spatially filter the beam. The pinhole reshapes the transverse mode structure of the

diode, which nominally involves oblique beam profiles as illustrated in Fieure 2.2.
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The aperture provides a profile that resembles TEMoo to help minimize noise due ro

clipping on other optics in the laser path. while spatially filtering remains feasible,

the challenges of rvorking with a pinhole include further reduction of the low power

output and optical feedback to the laser cavity. A balance between these issues must

be reached before the final alignment during an experiment.

After the telescope, the IR light is overlapped with a HeNe tracer beam to help

pass the invisible beam through the remaining parts of the spectrometer. The overrap

involves passing the red and IR light through a pellicle beam splitter (Edmund NT3g-

478)that transmits/reflects g0/20 atx:4.2 pm and 92/g atx:633nm. These two

fractions of the infrared are used to detect the scattered co2 flux and determine the

frequency throughout the scan. After the initiar arignment with the overrapped

beams' AR-coated gennanium rvindows are used attenuate the HeNe light along both

branches in the spectrometer.

The scheme to detect scattered coz involves passing the first fraction of the

beam (80%) through a soft focusing rens (f : 50 cm), after which the right is sprit

again with a caFz beamspl i t ter (50/50).  As i l lustrated in Figure z. l l , thef i rst  hal f  is

passed through caFz rvindows on the vacuum chamber into a modified Herriot cell.8

The multipass is created with two sphericar gord-coated mirrors (2,, diameter, R :

20'0 cm) that are glued to JILA mirror mounts with epoxy at a distance slightly less

than 40 cm apart. The soft focusing lens (i) reduces the beam diameter to prevent

unintentional clipping on the first mirror in the chamber, and (ii) praces the focus of

the first pass near the center of the cell. The initial setup requires the first pass to land

in the upper right corner of the far mirror. The mirrors are adjusted so that the beam

L
^/
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Figure 2' l l  Modif ied Herriot cel l  configuration is used to pass the laser l ightmult iple t imes (: l4 passes) over the l iquid surf.ace.

is ref'lected back to a spot that lands on the close mirror just above and to the

Ieft of the incoming beam' Next, this mirror is adjusted to pass the third spot back to

the fbr mirror so that it falls just below and to the left of the previous spot. At this

point, only the far mirror is adjusted to walk the remaining spots onto the opposite

mirror in a parabolic pattern where the spot size grows and then shrinks with the total

number of passes. The last pass refocuses the light under the close mirror to help

minimize clipping as the beam leaves the chamber. The number of passes depends on

the radial separation of the two spherical mirrors. More spots may be fit on the

mirrors as the separation approaches 40 cm. After the beam leaves the chamber,

another soft focusing lens (f : 20 cm) is used to herp colrimate the light. At the end,

the beam is

-a
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directed onto an InSb detectorthrough a fast focusing lens (d:12.7 cm, f  :  2.54 cm)

that maximizes the intensity of the signal.

The second half of the laser beam is passed directly onto a matched InSb

detector that is used as a reference signal in a noise subtraction scJreme. Voltages

from the signal and reference InSb detectors are sent directly into servo loop

subtract ion electronics, which are i l lustrated in Figure 2.12 for the version used in

these experiments. The circuit scales the voltage on the reference detector to match

the value on the signal InSb, at which point the two voltages are subtracted to

eliminate common mode noise. The scaling factor is determined by an integrator

with a time constant that is appropriate for the duration of the scattering signal. The

subtraction circuit also requires that the DC offset be set to zero, which is

accomplished with a voltage surnming junction controlled by trim potentiometers on

the front face of the panel. The final setup requires fine adjustment of the common

mode rejection ration (CMRR) knob to effectively subtract noise on the laser light.

The detection scheme routinely yield absorption sensitivities of = 2 * 10-6 Hz't/2 for

0.3 pW of laser power.

2.2.5 Frequency Diagnostics

As the laser is tuned across an absorption profile, diagnostic components in

the spectrometer are used to determine the frequency at each point in the scan. A

reference gas cell provides absolute frequencies, while transmission fringes from a

confocal Fabry-Perot cavity are used to determine the relative values at each data

point' As depicted in Figure 2.1, the lock-in detection scheme involves chopping the

IR + 11sNl. beams before the light is sent to either diagnostic element. A germanium

I
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window reflects nearry ail of the HeNe right onto a siricon photodiode, where the

signal is used as a rererence forthe rock-in amprifiers. The chopped IR right is

divided by a 50/50 caF2 beam splitter into hvo parts that are sent to the gas celr and

etalon' Transmitted laser power in each diagnostic component--is monitored with an

MCT detector as a function of frequency throughout the scan. Vortages from the

detectors are sent to rock-in amprifiers (Stanford Research Systems, SR5 r0) that

rectifu these signals by heterodyning them against the frequency reference from the

simultaneously chopped HeNe beam. The outputs are filtered to remove the2f

component' which results in a DC output that is recorded throughout the scan. At ttre

end of the scan, the laser is brocked and the dataacquisition software records an

additional 50 points to measure any detector offset voltages.

The reference gas cell consists of three glass cylinders connecte d to a250 mL

glass bulb' Each tube is sealed on either side with sapphire windows and black wax.

which allow the entire system to be evacuated and firted to a known pressure. .fhe

cylinders vary in length (1.99 cm, 5.82 cm, and 17.7 cm) so that absorption intensities

may be easily adjusted throughout the experiment. In general, pressure in the cell is

limited to = 100 mTorr of coz so that pressure broadening is a negligible contribution

to line shape profile. The shortest celr is used for most of the ground state (00,0)

transitions' while the longest path length is employed for vibrational hotband profiles.

The triple cell is mounted by resting the bulb on top of a fixed ring stand. The butb

acts as a pivot in the ring so each of the three cells may be rotated into the path of the

laser beam in front of an MCT detector. Two wires connected to the longest cell are

used to switch the ceils in a way simirar to that of a puppeteer. These wires are

/
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passed through a hole in the side of the purge box, rvhere then the three cells may be

interchanged under purge conditions. Recorded COz absorption profiles are fit to a

Voigt line shape that fixes the Gaussian component to a room tempe.rature Doppler

width. In this scheme, the extracted parameters include the Lorentzian component

and the centerline transition frequency, rvhich is used to define the absolute frequency

in each scan. Internal state populations are calculated from the area under the curves

with an analysis routine that includes normalizing magnitude of the absorbance to the

length of the particular gas cell in place during the scan. A standard Boltzmann

analysis ensures that the populations in the 0000 and 0lr0 vibrational states are well-

fit by room temperature rotational and vibrational distributions.

Transmission fringes from an etalon are recorded during the scan to determine

the frequency of each data point in the absorption profile. The etalon is constructed

from a 27.5 cm long quartz tube (a 2.54 cm) with a 2.54 cm long piezo tube glued to

one end. The cavity design involves two CaF2 plano-convex mirrors that each have a

30 cm radius of curvature. one mirror is fixed directly to the pZT tube with

nitrocellulose adhesive, while the other mirror is carefully positioned on the opposite

end with a mirror mount attached to an x y z translation stage. A HeNe beam is used

to set the second mirror at the confocal distance in the following way. The tube is

placed in the beam path so that the cavity axis is parallel to the HeNe beam, but

slightly off center (displaced radially by = 0.5 cm) to help generate a bow-tie

configuration within the cavity. The second mirror is coarsely aligned into the flared

end of the quartz tube. The PZT is scanned with a high voltage saw toothed wave to

allow multiple modes of the HeNe to transmit through the cavity. Light is monitored
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on a Si photodiode as the second mirror is accurately positioned with the translation

stage. Fri4ges sharpen as the cavity length reaches the confocal distance, which

ultimately leads to a measured finesse of l8 for the HeNe beam. The mirrors used for

the current cavity are 9l %o andg6oh reflective at 632.8 nm. which corresponds to a

theoretical finesse of 23. At x : 4.2 pm, the finesse is a different story based on

reflectivity values of 65Yo and 46o/o to yield a theoretical finesse of 2.6 for the bowtie

configuration. Unfortunately, the actual transmission fringes appear to yield a finesse

of0. l  -  0.5. Such a discrepancy has not been ful ly resolved, but may be due to the

line width of the Iaser, angle dependence of the coating, or perhaps something else.

ln any event, these fringes stil l provide adequate signals to linearize the frequency

axis in the scans. The free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity is measured by counting

the number of fringes befween two closely spacecl co2 transitions. values are

measured at a series of frequencies in the CO2 spectrum, where the average is250.52

MHz and standard deviation of five measurements is l. 12 MIfz. Frequency

interpolation between the transmission fringes is covered in the data analysis

discussion in Sect ion 2.6.

2.3 Molecular Beam

2.3.1 Overvierv

The incident gas molecules are prepared in a molecular beam where the

supersonic expansion provides a narrow distribution of velocities around an average

that is controlled by the components in the gas mixture. The molecular jet

supersonically cools CO2 into the lowest few rotational states. Extensive details of
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Figure 2.13 Incident coz molecules are prepared in a pinhole supersonic
expansion that is skimmed to generate a molecular beam.

the theory behind molecular beams have been presented elsewhere.r .e The pr imary

focus of the current section is to provide a brief overview of the general operating

principles that determine the optimal conditions for the scattering experiments. These

ideas are followed by a description of the specific pulsed valve configurations and

methods that are employed to characterize the incident beam.

The molecular beam is generated with pinhole aperture in a pulsed valve that

is il lustrated in Figure 2.13. In general, a supersonic jet requires the flow of gas from

a high (Pe) to low (P-) pressure region, which generates an expansion that

adiabatically cools the atoms and morecules. Supersonic flow is reached when (i) the

mean free path of the gas in the nozzle is much less than the pinhole diameter (d), and
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(ii) the pressure difference between the tr.vo regions is larger than a factor of two.

These two requirements ensure that col l is ions with the wal ls of the pinhole and

background gas in the chamber are negligible. Under these circumstances, the

pressure, temperature, and number density of molecules in the expansion are

determined by the fype of gas in the mixture and the initial conditions in the

stagnation region. For exarnple, the number density for a monatomic gas along the

expansion axis (r) is,

/  r t 2p  - , ( d l
l - t .

P o  \ r )
(2.r )

where p6 is the number densitl, in the stagnation region and C = 0.143. The

expression for an expansion of a polyatomic gas follows the same form, but the value

of C changes slightly based on the different heat capacities of the particular gas. The

terminal velocity of the gas in the jet is defined by the temperature in the valve and

components of the mixture. Depending on the desired incident energy, CO2 is mixed

with hydrogen, helium, neon, or argon before being passed through a room

temperature valve. The terminal velocity for molecules in a jet is,

(2.2)

where w is the average molecular weight of the mixture, y is the ratio of the heat

capacities (CplC"), and T is the temperature in the stagnation region. Velocities of the

gases in the molecular beam are characterized for the various mixtures in the

following section.

With these relationships in mind, the scaftering experiments are designed to

ensure that the measured CO2 distributions exclusively reflect nascent interactions
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with the I iquid'  Simple back-of- the-envelope calculat ions help i l lustrate the

important criteria for the initial operating conditions. First, the number density at the

surface and terminal velocity are combined to determine the incident flux of coz per

unit area' which we rimit to : 0.1 monorayer (ML) per gas purse to herp guarantee the

single interaction conditions. Fractional surface coverage is calculated from the flux

and length of the typicar gas purse, which are combined and compared to the typical

number of exposed surface si tes (= 4* l0r5 si tes/cm2). Typicar operat ing condit ions

involve COz in a hydrogen carrier gas (ps : 100 Torr) where the pinhole (A 400 pm1

is positioned I I cm from the surface. The total number density at the surface (= s x

1012 #lcm3l and the terminar veroci ty (r .42 x r0s cmls) resurt  in a f lux of= r  *  r0r8

#/cm2ls' Typical 300 prs gas pulses lead to a deposition of = 3 x lOra molecules/cm2_

This value reflects the toral flux of CO2 * Hz, which is kept below 0.1 ML in the

expcriment.

Another important aspect of the molecular beam involves the position of the

Mach disk with respect to the pinhole-to-surface distance. The disk is a shock wave

created in the region where the densities of the gas in the expansion and background

approach similar values. As the jet begins to equilibrate with the background gas, the

bulk velocity drops below the local speed of sound, at which point the molecular

beam begins to break down. An empirical relationship for the distance of the Mach

disk of a pinhole expansion is given by

( p \ " '
r = 0 . 6 7 . d  l 2 l

\ P  ]
\  € - l

(2.3)
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Figure 2'14 Schematic of the gas manifbld that is used to mix and del iver Co: tothe pulsed valve.

Typical experiments involve stagnation and background pressures of po: r00 Torr

and Po,: l-3 x l0-s Torr, respectively, with a 400 pm pinhore aperture, which

estimate the Mach disk to be = 50- I 00 cm from the pinhole. Importantly, this value

is an order of magnitude larger than the distance from the pinhole to surfbce to make

certain that the molecular beam remains stable for the scattering experiment.

2.3.2 Gas Manifold

The gas for the molecular beam is delivered to the pulsed valve through a

manifold that is illustrated in Figure 2.14. The prumbing of the system is configured

to mix two or more gases. and then deliver the mixture to the pulsed valve in a

X
I
caffier gas

10,000 Torr
Baratron
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controlled fashion. The manifold is constructed from copper, brass, and polyflo

tubing, which are isolated at var ious sect ions with stainless steel bal l  valves. The

lines may be evacuated rvith a srnall mechanical pump that is connected through

another isolating ball valve. Gas mixtures are made and stored in a standard 5 gallon

propane tank, rvhich is connected to the manifold u,ith an internal safety valve. These

valves are included in most propane tanks to limit the flow through the valve.

Importantly, the input pressure must reach a certain threshold before the valve opens

and releases a small squeal. Mixtures are made by fil l ing the tank with coz and a

seeding gas, where the partial pressure of each component is measured with a 10,000

Torr capacitance manometer pressure gauge (MKS Baratron 722A) at the inlet of thc

mixing tank- The general procedure involves first fi l l ing an evacuated tank with 100-

200 Torr of coz from a standard lA tank that is connected to the rnanifold. Next, the

buffer gas is added to the propane tank in spurts to turbulently mix the contents of the

tank' This process is continued until the pressure in the tank corresponds to a mixture

of l}Yo co2, i.e. a total pressure of 1000-2000 Tom. The final step is the easiest

since it only involves waiting overnight for the gases to thoroughly mix.

After a mixture has been made, the gas is passed to the pulsed varve through

the remaining portion of the manifold. To precisely control the pressure in the valve,

the Coz mixture flows through a single stage stainless steel regulator (Matheson Tri-

Gas, Inc, model 3494) that drops the pressure from above atmosphere to = 100 Torr.

The pressure is monitored by a second manometer (IvIKS Baratron 72zA),which is

rated to measure values befween 0-1000 Ton. The output of both pressure gauges is

displayed by a digital voltmeter where the voltage is directly proportional to the

'.il \gL--b
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pressure on a 0-10V scale. An additional feature 6f this section of the manifold is a

calibrated glass bulb with an isolating valve. The bulb is attached to the systern with

a standard l0 mm glass o-ring seal and metal cramp. The known volume (262.g mL)

of this bulb plus the gas manifold (109.6 mL) enables us to determine the absolute

flux through the pinhole on the pulsed valve. Polyflo tubing is used to connect the

output of the regulator with the valve through an Ultra-torr feedthrough on the side of

the main vacuum chamber.

2.3.3 Pulsed Valvc and Skimmer

The gas-liquid scattering studies revolve around a molecular beam that is

generated with a piezo-controlled pulsed valve. Two versions of this pZT valve have

been used, both of which have been built in the JILA machine shop. The older of the

two valves is used in the gas-liquid scattering chamber, while the newer valve resides

in the gas + SAMs experiment. General features of both valves are based on the

designs by Proch and Trickl,r0 where small modifications have been included to

streamline the initial setup and improve overall performance. The setup procedure

has been outlined in detail within previous experimental reports; therefore, a basic

description of the valves is included to provide details about usage and performance

characteristics. Schematics are illustrated in Figure 2.15 to help describe the essential

features of both valves. In addition, the high voltage drivers for both valves are

i l lustrated in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 .

In general, the valve is constructed in two parts to provide access to the

interior components that are normally sealed from the vacuum chamber rvith a series

of o-rings. The front part of the valve houses the piezo disk (Physik Instruments, p-
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Figure 2.15 Cross-sect ional schematic of piezoelectr ic-control led pulsed based on
the ini t ia l  desisns of Proch and Trickl .

286.23) that opens and closes the valve. The PZT elements are designecl to buckle at

the center when a high vol tage is appl ied to the crystal ,  which then provides a way to

translate a plunger away from the pinhole aperture to create a pulse of gas. As shown

in the schematic, two Delrin adapters are mounted to the center of the hole in the

middle of the circular PZT disk. These two pieces are threaded together and

tightened to the disk with a home-built brass spanner. The inside Delrin adapter is

also threaded so that the titanium plunger may be mounted to center of the pZT.

Once these three parts are attached to the disk, the PZT is bolted securely to the front

frame of the valve. The pinhole aperture face plate is mounted to the front face of the

valve with four screws that compress an o-ring seal. The general sealing mechanism

involves translating the plunger away from the pinhole to allow gas flow out of the

valve. To create a vacuum seal, a small o-ring is attached to the tip of the plunger so

pinhole Ti. Plunger
faceplate wlth o-rlng

- . IY
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Figure 2.16 Pulsed high voltage driver for the PZT valve used in the gas-liquid
scattering chamber.
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that the o-ring sits flush on the aperture face plate when the pZT element is relaxed to

its neutral position. The plunger is positioned in the Delrin adapters so that a slight

resistance is felt to indicate that the o-ring has made contact with the face plate. The

plunger is then carefuily rocked into position by a titanium nut.

At this point, the valve is tested to ensure the plunger appropriately seals the

valve. The procedure requires an adapter flange (Figure 2.rg) that is mounted

directly to the side of the gas-liquid vacuum chamber. The front part of-the valve is

fixed to the flange where an o-ring seals the face to the chamber so that the pinhole is

directed through an opening into vacuum. Before the chamber is evacuated, a

microphone is mounted on a rod and passed through an Ultra-torr fitting on the

adapter flange. The microphone is positioned in front of the pinhole where the rod

may then be moved to translate the microphone along the molecular beam expansion

axis' once setup' the chamber is evacuated to provide an initial test of the plunger

seal' If the valve leaks, then the titanium bolt is loosened so that the plunger may be

adjusted to create a proper seal. To characterizethe gas pulse, the pZT element is

connected to a high voltage driver that provides control of the duration and delay of

the gas pulse. The initial setup involves an external TTL trigger that is supplied

either from a function generator or from a computer-controiled digital_to_anarog

output' with the initial voltage to the PZT set low, a trim potentiometer on the valve

driver is slowly adjusted to increase the magnitude of the pulsed voltage to the point

where the valve opens and gas flows through the pinhore. The pZT erement typicaily

translates = 100 pm at the maximum voltage (V,u*: _1000V), which then requires

the driver to output something comparabre to adequatery open the varve. Typicar

-/
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Figure 2.18 A custom-bui l t  f lange is used to mount the PZT valve to the gas-l iquid
chamber for initial setup and characterization. A microphone is used to monitor the
gas pulse as the valve and dr iver are opt imized.

face of
PZT
valve

voltages that are required to open the valve range fiom -300 to -400 V in both of the

ini t ia l  setups. Once the valve is pulsing. the microphone signals are monitored

through a home bui l t  ampl i f ier i l lustrated in Figure 2.19. The opening vol tage, pulsed

width, and delay are set to opt imize the t ime prof i le of the gas pulse. In general ,  the

driver voltage is set just above the point where the amplitude of the microphone

signal remains constant. Additionally, the width is set to = 300 - 350 trs to ensure the

valve fully opens with every pulse.

Once the initial valve setup is complete, the front face is removed fiom the

test flange and reassembled with the other half of the valve. The remaining steps

include connections to the gas manifold and high voltage power supply. on the

liquid chamber valve, a gas line from the manifold is attached throueh an Ultra-torr
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Figure 2.19 Schematic of the time-of-flight experiments used to measure thecenterline velocity of the gas purse. The micropt one signat-ir'pro..rr"d by the givenamplif ier circuit.

connection on the back side of the valve body. This feedthrough limits the total

pressure that can be passed into the valve since the sealing connection is simply a

friction fit' Negative voltage is supplied to the pZT disc through a MHV connector.

where the body of the varve provides the reference to ground. The newer varve

design incorporates a VCR connector to deriver the gas, and a singre isolated pin to

-/
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transfer the high vortage. once again, the body of the varve is grounded to provide

the potential difference for the PZT. Both valves are mounted through tapped-holes

on the backside' Experiments have been set up in various configurations where the

valve bodies are positioned in front of a skimmer in a specific scattering

configuration.

The jet expansion is skimmed to reduce the angular divergence of the beam so

that out-of-plane scattering may be detected. The skimmers (Beam Dynamics, Inc.)

are constructed from nickel with an ultra-thin aperture edge that is designed to reduce

interference effects in the molecular beam. Skimmers in the initial normal incidence

studies are 5'0 rnm in diameter and mounted on a plate positioned 2.5 cm downstream

along the expansion axis. As space became cramped in glancing incident

experiments, a smal ler 3.0 mm diameter version is used in a simirar conf igurat ion

with the skimmer orifice 1.5 cm away from the pinhole. In both cases, the skimmer is

first placed between aluminum and Teflon adapters to proviile additional structural

support' These pieces are then mounted to a plate that is bolted to the scaffolding that

supports and positions the pulsed valve with respect to the liquid surface. A laser

pointer is used to align the center of the aperture with the pinhole along the expansion

axis before the finar bolts are tightened to fix the skimmer in place. To do this, the

Iaser is mounted in a machined adapter that fixes the output in the same position as

the pinhole, where then this adapter may be attached in place of the pulsed valve.

Geometrically, the skimmer configuration restricts the angurar divergence of the

molecular beam to + 6o.
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2.3.4 Incident Beam Characterization

Properties of the supersonic jet are characterized to determine the incident

translational, angular' and internal state distributions. ThepzT valve is a remarkably

stable source that showed no significant deviations after the initial setup.

Translational and angular distributions are analyzed rvith a several analytical tools

that include ( i )  a simple microphone t ime-of- f l ig l i t  analysis,  and ( i i )  high resolut ion

Dopplerimetry analysis of the absorption profiles. In terms of the internal states,

populations are recorded for a series ofrotational states in both the ground (0000) and

bend exci ted (01r0) vibrat ional manifolds. Br ief  detai ls of  these results have been

presented throughout each chapter. Therefore. we cover the basis ofthe techniques

and measurements in more detail to list the methods that lead to a systematic

characterization of the incident COr.

2.3.5 Translat ional Distr ibut ions

velocities of coz in the pinhore expansion span three directions (x y ,)where

x and y are the same based on the azimuthal symmetry of the aperture. Two

independent techniques are used to characterize thedistributions both (i) along, and

(ii) perpendicular to the expansion axis. To help illustrate these techniques, a sample

transient absorption profile is plotted in Figure 2.20 for R(0) at the centerline

transition frequency (v6) to show the generar temporar profire of the purse. These

pulses are also monitored with the microphone where the transient signals are nearly

the same' In a simple time-of-flight experiment, the microphone is attached to a rod

so that the position of the sensor is adjustable through an ultra-torr feed through on

the opposite side of the vacuum chamber. As illustrated in Figure 2.19. time sisnals
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Figure 2.20 centerl ine (ve) absorption profi le fbr J - 0 in the incident beam.

are recorded fbr a series of distances where the microphone is moved away from the

pinhole along the expansion axis.  The easiest t imes to measure are those along the

front edge of the FWHM becausethe slope is the steepest. The best-fit l ine to a

simple distance versLls t ime analysis ref lects the average veloci ty of the gas in the

molecular beam. Sample plots are i l lustrated in Figure 2.21 for mixtures of CO2 with

argon' neon-70, helium, and hydrogen. Values reported in Chapter 4 show excellent

agreement between these measured values and those that are calculated ftom the

relationship in equation 2.2. For example, the measured velocity for the hydrogen

expans ion  is  l .4 l (9 )  '  105  cm/s .  whereas  the  ca lcu la ted  number  i s  1 .42 .  105 cm/s .
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Simi lar agreement is found between the other measured and calculated beam

veloci t ies.

To character ize veloci t ies along the x and y direct ion, Doppler-broadened

absorption profiles are recorded and analyzed fbr a series of experimental

configurations. The frequency at which CO2 absorbs depends on the projection of its

velocity along the laser propagation direction. These detuning frequencies (v_vo)

reflect the Doppler shift associated with transration. where

v
V - V ^ = V ^ . -

v ( l
L

(2.4)
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Figure2.22 Sample incident beam absorption profile.

The simplest setup involves passing the laser through the molecular beam so that the

expansion axis and laser propagation direction are orthogonal. Sample absorption

profiles are illustrated in Figure 2.22 for an unskimmed and skimmed supersonic

expansion for a laser scan of = | GHz. The profiles are modeled with a Voigt line

shape in voigtb.x, which is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentizian functions. The

Gaussian component characterizes the translational distribution and the small

Lorentzian factor accounts for the residual line width of the Pb-salt diode laser (Avro,..
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= 20 MHz). The extracted FWHM values shorv that the skimmer reduces the angular

divergence from a half angle of = 20.3" to 5.5o. Importantly, the Doppler broadening

is smaller than a typical room temperature r,vidth of = 129 MHz, which allow us to

investigate energy transfer into translational distributions of scattered COz.

The Dopplerimetry analysis is also used to characterize the centerline velocity

of the expansion in a series of experiments that complement the TOF studies. From

the cartoon i l lustrat ion in Figure 2.23,the molecular beam is moved into the (ptor", :0o

configuration so that the expansion axis intersects the laser beam at a fixed incident

angle (0;".). As 0;n. extends beyond 0", the absorption profiles split into two peaks

reflecting the back-and-forth nature of the laser multipass. In these configurations,

the centerline absorption frequencies are proportional to the projection ofthe average

molecular beam velocity, while the Gaussian FWHM reflects a convolution of the

angular andvelocity spread in the beam. Profiles have been fit to a model that

extracts the centerline frequency and FWHM for each J-state, which are plotted in

Figure 2.24. Both values show a state dependence that most likely reflects velocity

slip effects of CO2 in the expansion. The centerline frequencies of each state are

converted to velocity, at which point the fractional population per J-state is used to

calculated a weighted average velocity. These values reflect the projection of the

terminal CO2 speed in the jet. The spread in velocities is obtained from a simple

Gaussian deconvolution of the FWHM that accounts for the + 5.5o spread in the

molecular jet .  Extracted values for Av/v- are 0.105, 0.108, and 0.093 for 06.:30o,

45o, and 60o, respectively with an average of 0.102(8).
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2.3.6 Internal State Populat ions

The internal state distr ibut ion depends on the col l is ion condit ions during the

expansion. In general, higher pressures and larger pinhole apertures lead to colder

distr ibut ions since the number of col l is ions scales l inearly with both parameters.

While many studies in the group have exploited these conditions to generate clusters,

the scattering experiments require CO2 monomer in the molecular beam so that the

measured dynamics reflect the nascent interactions between individual molecules that

collide with a Iiquid surface. To test the clustering conditions for a given mixture, J-

state absorption profiles are recorded for a series of valve pressures to determine the

regime where clustering is prevalent. The profiles are integrated over all Doppler

detuning frequencies to generate a column integrated density (A",r). Typical

clustering tests include populations in J = 0 - 8 since more than 90% of the total

population is cooled into these states in the supersonic expansion. Column densities

for each J-state are plotted versus stagnation pressure in Figure 2.25 for a series of

mixtures that include co2 with (a) hydrogen, (b) helium, (c) neon-70, and (d) argon.

ln addition, the sum of each column density is plotted to show the regime where the

signal growth is linear with pressure. In each case, the curves are linear until= 150

Torr, at which point the monomer signal starts to decrease as clusters form in the jet.

Optimal operating pressures are typically set at 100 Torr in the scattering experiments

to ensure the dynamics only involve collisions between CO2 monomer and the liquid

surface.

The general characterization of the internal state distribution involves a

standard Boltzmann analysis of the populations in the 0000 and 0ll0 vibrational
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Figure 2.25 Growth curves of monomer COz determine the effects of c luster ing in
the molecular beam. Column integrated densit ies (A".1) are measured as a funct ion of
J-state and pressure in the stagnat ion volume of the pulsed valve.

manifblds. Absorption profiles are recorded fbr a series of J-states within each

ribrat ional state. Detai ls of  these measurements are covered in Sect ion 2.6. which

explains the general detection scheme. To generate the population per quantum state,

the absorption profiles are integrated to generate Au.1. To properly account for the

Honl-London l ine strength factors (S1),  the column densit ies are divided by ei ther

J /(2J+ I ) for P-branch or (J+ l )l(2J+l) for R-branch transitions. These values are now

directly proportionalto the product of the C02 number density and absorption path
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length. l 'he column densities f,or rotational states in both vibrational manifblds are

plotted against the rotational energy in a standard Boltzmann analysis. Sample

distributions are plotted in Figure 2.26 for COz in Hz to il lustrate the supersonic

cooling in the expansion. The best fit l ine to the lowest rotational states show that the

rotational temperature is T,ot = l5 - 20 K. The fractional difference between the two

vibrational states provides an estimate to the vibrational temperature, Tvib = 170 K.

While the majority of the population cools into the lower rotational states, the

Boltzmann plot also reveals a small fraction of the incident COz remains in higher J
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states. This nonthermaldistribution reflects the inefficient cooling of COz out of high

rotational states in a pinhole expansion. In scattering experiments that involve

passing the incident molecules through the laser beam, the initial rotational state

populations are measured for a series of J-states so that these populations can then be

subtracted from the values of the scattered CO:. At normal incidence, a comparison

of scattered to incident flux populations shorvs that the ratio is between l0 and 50 lor

rotat ional states greaterthan J: 10. In these experiments, values forthe incident

column densities are subtracted from the scattered flux before the populations are

analyzed with the fwo-temperature Boltzmann modcl. In other scattering

configurations with Oin. ) 0o, the incident beam typically misses the laser and no

subtraction is needed. These conditions were tested in every experiment so that the

appropriate values could be subtracted ifnecessarv.

2.4 Liquid Surface

2.4.1 Liquid Chamber

The bulk of experiments involve scattering COz off liquid surfaces under high

vacuum conditions. Surfaces are generated from methods first developed by

Lednovich and Fenn, who used a glass wheel that srowly rotates (= 0.5 - | Hz)

through a reservoir of liquid to prepare a liquid surface. A razor blade scrapes away

the top liquid layer to reveal a renewed liquid surface for the scattering experiment.

The pulsed valve and wheel assembly are housed within an 60 liter aluminum

chamber that is constructed as a cube with interchangeable aluminum and plexiglass

flanges. The chamber is evacuated rvith a 6" diffusion pump (vHS-6, 1000 l/s),
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Figure2.27 Experimental configurations to measure scattered CO2 over the 2n
hemispherical  scatter ing volume.

which is separated f iom the cube with a gate valve and l iquid N2 cold trap. The pump

is backed by an Edwards E2M30 rotary vane mechanical pump with plumbing that

includes 3" rubber tubing and a 3" gate valve to isolate the di f fusion pump i f

necessary. The tubing is attached to a block of concrete submerged in sand fbr

additional vibrational isolation. Thermocouple pressure gauges are mounted directly

to the chamber and inlet of the roughing pump to monitor the pressure while the

chamber is roughed out from atmosphere. In addition, an ion gauge mounted to the

top flange to monitor the system pressure when the diffusion pump is on. The base
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Figure 2.28 Front view of the laser mult ipass. molecular beam, and l iquid surf 'ace
in the <pror",.: 90o configuration.

pressure of the system is 2.0 x l0-o Torr.  The di f fusion pump is used in al l  scatter ins

studies to ensure the measurement reflect nascent distributions. Typical operating

condit ions include pulsed valve repet i t ion rates of l  I  -  17 Hz with a stagnat ion

pressure of 100 Torr. In this environment, the average pressure in the chamber

reaches = 3 x l0-s Torr, which corresponds to a mean fiee path of = 500 cm for CO2.

Within the chamber, the pulsed valve and l iquid surface assembly are

mounted on a scaffolding stage that is il lustrated in Figures 2.27 - 2.32. The stage
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Figure 2.29 Side view of the laser mult ipass, molecular beam, and I iquid surfbce in
tho {prascr: 90o configuration.

provides the flexibility to measure scattered COz in the two configurations illustrated

in Figure 2.27, i.e. plaser : 0o and 90'. In general, the laser beam path remains

stationary in each experimental configuration, which then requires a ceftain degree of

mobility for the gas source and wheel components to cover the full range of incident
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Figure 2'30 F'ront view of the laser mult ipass, molecular beam, and l iquid surf.acein the q1o...:  0o configuration.

and final scattering angles. The infrastructure is based on two vertical posts that are

mounted on rails fixed to the opposite edges of the chamber. These posts not only

provide the structural support for the pulsed valve and wheel assembly, but also

define the plane of the surface along the front two faces. The rail system is

constructed from two plates r.vith a combination of thru holes that enable the posts to

transfate toward or away from the laser beam in /a" increments. This flexibility is

used to define the final scattering angre for a particurar experimentar configuration.

-l
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Figure 2.31 Side view of the laser mult ipass, molecular beam, and l iquid surface in
the tpluser: 0o configuration.
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For both {p16,., coflfi$urations. the posts are initially positioned with an alignment tool

that is il lustrated in Figure 2.32- The tool is a plexigrass protractor that has been

attached to an aluminum "T", rvhich can be clamped at any height to the front fbces

of the two posts' The opaque transparency of the protractor indicates the position of

the center of the HeNe beam in the multipass rvith respect to the plane of the sLrrface.

To setup an experiment in the elaser : 90" configuration, the protractor is

moved into place by adjusting the posts (forward or backward) and tee (up or dorvn)

so that the HeNe beam is arigned rvith markings on the prexigrass at the desired 0,.u,

angle' For most experiments, the center of the multipass is fixed 2.0-2.2 cm from the

origin of the protractor, which is used to define the point where the molecular beam

expansion axis intersects the surface. The time-of:flight experiments in chapter 9

require longer surface-to-raser distances, where the physical constraint of the

components inside the chamber praces an upper limit of = g cm. once the protractor

is situated, the posts and rails are securely fixed to the chamber, ancl the positions of

the two posts are checked to ensure the laser beam is parailel to the plane of the

surface' with the protractor tool in place, the rnolecular beam is mounted on a,,u,,

shaped boom that is attached to the two main posts yvith /q,. rocating pins on either

side' As illustrated in Figure 2.29,the boom pivots around a line that is fixed in the

plane of the liquid surface' This configuration constrains the distance between the

pinhole and surface at I I cm for each incident angle. The setup continues with the

help of a laser-alignment tool that is mounted in place of the pulsed valve. The

locating pins are moved up or down so the light travels through the origin along the

desired 0;n". once the incident path has been estabrished, the boom is fixed in prace

-a
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Figure 2.32 Ini t ia l  setup of the pulsed valve, skimmer, and glass wheel involves an
al ignment laser and plexiglass protractor.

with an assortment of brackets and side posts. In many of the configurations, the

locating pins and adapters must be removed so as not to clip the infrared laser beam

in the mult ipass. Once this path has been cleared, the valve and skimmer plate are

reattached to the boom before the experiment.

Setup for experiments in the elaser: 0o configuration start with the HeNe spot

near 0r.u1: 0o on the alignment protractor. The laser is positioned = I cm from the

surface, where the compact configuration is necessary for glancing incident angles.

As illustrated in Figures 2.30 and 2.3l,the same U-shaped boom is used to mount the

-
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pulsed valve off two additional rails that have been attached to the main posts. These

additional rails may be translated up and dorvn so that the molecular beam expansion

axis intersects with the center of the laser multipass. The laser alignment tool is once

again used to help set the height of the valve r.r,ith respect to the IR laser. The

locating pins placed so that the pulsed valve rotates around a point on the plane of the

surface. The boom is locked in place at the desired incident angle with brackets

attached to various part of the scaffolding. The bottom arm of the boom is replaced

with a shortened version that allorvs the liquid wheel reservoir to be fixed in the

correct position. In this setup, the skimmer plate is reconfigured to minim ize the

physical interference with the laser in the rnultipass.

Once the valve has been positioned for either grur., configuration, parts of the

liquid wheel assembly are added to the chamber, where the location is once again

determined with the protractor alignment tool in place of the glass wheel. The

assembly design involves a glass wheel that is fixed at its center to an axel, which is

mounted parallel to the floor of the chamber with two ball bearings on a vertical post.

The bearings slide up and down the post to help position the axel at the correct height.

In addition, the post is mounted to the chamber with a bracket that allows translation

left, right, forward, or backward. The axel (and subsequently the wheel) is positioned

by first marking the spot where the laser alignment tool hits the aluminum tee; i.e. the

origin. The height of the axel is first set so that the molecular beam strikes the glass

wheel on a spot that is = half way from the edge of the wheel to its center. Then, the

front face of the axel is positioned flush against the back of the alignment tee. At this

point, the brackets are tightened and the protractor alignment tool is removed.

--A
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The final steps involve the addition of the liquid reservoir and glass wheel.

The reservoir is a copper sleeve, which is placed inside a holder fixed to the back of

the two superstructure posts. In the temperature studies, the reservoir is placed inside

a temperature-controlled sleeve as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Thecopper tubing in the

sleeve is connected to a Lauda closed-loop circulator with polyflo tubing. Once the

reservoir is secure, the wheel is bolted to the axel so that the front surface is now

aligned in the plane defined by the two posts. A razor blade is attached to a holder

that fixed to the front edge of the reservoir. once the wheel is setup, a gear on the far

side axel is attached to drive system that is designed to rotate the wheel through the

reservoir' The gear is coupled to two additional gears; (i) the first is directly attached

to a 30 VDC motor through a ferrofluidic feedthrough, and (ii) the second is used to

add tension to the rubber drive belt that connects all three. The motor is mounted to

the external side of the flange, rvhere a series of gears and bicycle chain provide the

necessary mechanical flexibility. The motor is connected to a power supply through a

voltage divider that provides course control of the rotational speed.

2.4.2 Liquid Surface and Characterization

The primary reason for the riquid wheer assembry is to expose a renewed

Iiquid surface for the incident molecular beam. The ways in which these surfaces

have been characterized in previous studies involves neutron and Ar* scattering to

show that the liquid is relatively clean. In addition to these techniques, simple surface

tension measurements are an easy and reliable method to characterizetheimpurities

on the liquid. The general technique involves the wilhelmy plate method that

extracts the surface tension from the measured force required to pull a paper plate out

4 -a
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of the liquid. Equipment for these types of experiments has been deveroped by

companies Iike NIMA that specialize in Langmuir-Blodgetr (LB) troughs for precise

surface pressure measurements. The honors general chemistry course at CU includes

a lab that explores surface tension with experiments that involve troughs and sensors.

which have been buirt by the machine shop in cristol chemistry. Fortunately, the

shop built an extra setup that was then carefully moved to 82l 7 in JlLAto help

characterize the liquid surfaces. The equipment includes a LB trough and sensor that

are computer controlled through a serial connection with NIMA interface electronics.

Detailed user instructions have been provided, so the generar operating procedure is

simply outlined in the following few paragraphs.

The surface tension measurements are made with a sensor that is designed to

measure force on a lever arm connected to an electric motor. Servo loop electronics

adjust the current to the motor to keep the position of the lever arm constant with

increasing or decreasing forces. The key to the measurement is that current through

the motor is directly proportional to the force on the lever arm. The NIMA interface

converts this current to a voltage that can be read through a serial connection on a

computer' Based on this scheme, the sensor is used to measure the force exerted on a

plate by the surface. To do this, the sensor is first calibrated with a series of known

weights that range from r - 100 grams. once caribrated, a crean paper prate (r0 mm

wide, 0.25 mm thick) is attached to the lever arm, at which point it is dipped into the

liquid to the point where the paper is thoroughry wetted. The forces on the prate

include gravity and surface tension puiling down and buoyancy pushing up.

Gravitational forces remain constant throughout the measurement, which simply leads

i-L Wr 11- ---/
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to a constant vortage offset that may be zeroed by the computer program. The

competition between buoyancy and surface tension are monitored as a function of

t ime as the plate is pui led from the r iquid. once the paper is out of  the r iquid, the

only force is surface tension on the perimeter of the prate since the buoyancy term

drops to zero' The force is recorded as plate is finally puiled free of the liquid, where

the difference is equar to2 x width x thickness x surface tension. Therefore, the

dimensions of the plate lead directly to the surface tension. Sample time traces of the

surface tension are iilustrated in Figure 2.33 (top) for pFpE at z9g K. The dotted

lines correspond to average difference between steps that result from the repeated

measurements with the same prate. The temperature dependence of the surface

tension is il lustrated in Figure 2.33 (bottom), where the data also includes the value

from the Krytox specification sheet from Dupont. In generar, an ariquot of riquid is

transferred to a clean Petri dish for analysis because direct access to the reservoir is a

technical challenge. Measurements have been made before and after many

experiments to ensure the setup guarantees a freshly renewed and clean liquid

surface.

2.4.3 SAM chamber

Further scattering experiments have been pranned to exprore other realms of

gas-surface interactions. The first series of experiments involve surfaces of self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) that are generated from alkane thiols and clean gold

substrates. To help ensure the cleanliness of a sample, a vacuum chamber has been

built with turbomorecular pumps that are designed to eriminate the presence of

f
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Figure 2.34 Gas * SAMs scattering chamber includes a dif ferential ly-pumped
source volume within the main scatterins chamber.

background oi ls. A cartoon cross-section of the chamber is i l lustrated in Figure 2.34

to show the essential components. The chamber is based on a modif ied six-way cross

(Nor-Cal) that is constructed from l0" tubes of stainless steel. The modifications

include additional length on two arms and side ports for differential pumping. The

chamber is attached to a base plate on an aluminum support frame, which stands on

the ground with rubber feet for vibration isolation. The main turbo pump (Pfeiffer

TPH l20l) is also attached to the bottom of the base plate through an ISO 200 o-ring

TED '-
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seal. This pump is backed by a second Edr,vards E2M30 rotary vane pump through

stainless steel bellows. The chamber is divided into two parts, source and scattering,

by an insert constructed in the JILA machine shop. The source region contains the

pulsed valve and skimmer, while the scattering chamber houses a sample holder anc

multipass optics. Fully assembled, the chamber reaches a base pressure of 2 x l0-s

Torr with both pumps operating. Further descriptions of the components are outlined

in the following paragraphs.

The chamber design incorporates a differential pumping scheme to reduce to

the background gas in the scattering chamber. The pulsed valve is mounted in one

arm of the six-way cross, which is then partitioned from the remaining part of the

chamberthrough the differential insert il lustrated in Figure 2.35. The insert is

constructed from two main rings that are connected by four support rails. These rails

also include tapped t/q-20 thru holes to mount various components inside this region

of the chamber. The two rings are assembled before being positioned in the main

chamber. Once inside, each ring has four threaded holes for 5116-18 grub screws that

are used to center and secure the ring inside the tube. once these screws are

extended, the pressure on the outside wall locks the differential insert into place. To

seal the insert from the rest of the chamber, a thick o-ring is wedged between the

outer wall of the chamber and a beveled edge of the inner aluminum ring. The inset

in Figure 2.35 illustrates the seal, where a secondary outer ring is bolted to the main

insert to compress the o-ring befween the fwo surfaces. This secondary ring also has

a series of threaded holes for additional bolts that may be used to close the larger gaps

around the ring. once setup, the o-ring seal is checked first with light to visibly
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Figure 2.35 Differential insert for the source chamber includes scaffolding to
mount the pulsed valve and f'lexible skimmer plate. The insert is sealed from the
scattering chamber with an oversized o-ring and compression ring, which is
i l lustrated in the bottom inset.

L

-_---:I
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observe any gaps that would lead to leaks befween the source and scatterins

chambers.

The two other features in the source chamber include mounts for the pulse

valve and skimmer. Initial studies have involved a second pzT valve, which is

mounted to the brackets il lustrated in Figure 2.35. These brackets translate verticallv

to increase the range of incident angles in the scattering experiment. Additional

brackets have been machined to securely mount an Even-Lavie valve if shorter gas

pulses are required. The plate at the end of the insert is attached to the inner ring with

an o-ring seal. A hole in this plate may either be covered with a skimmer or left open

for direct throughput for the gas from the skimmer. The skimmer is mounted on two

plates that provide vertical and horizontal translation to match the mobility of the

PZT valve. These plates are clamped together and sealed by o-rings. 'I 'he 
source

region of the chamber is pumped through one or two side ports that have been rvelded

to the side arm of the six-way cross. An Edwards turbo pump (EXT 250) is attached

to one of the ports, rvhich is then backed by an Edward E2M1g rotary vane

mechanical pump. A second port provides access for a second pump if greater speeds

are required. This section of the cross is sealed with a ISO 250 aluminum flange with

throughputs for gas, power, thermocouple and ion gauges, and a vent valve that is

attached to a tank of N2.

The scattering chamber includes a scaffolding structure that is used to mount

the sample. Details of this construction are depicted in Figure 2.36, which shows the

sample holder and support structure that is attached to the internal frame. The

sample holder is designed to support a l" x 3" gold slide, where the entire mount may
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Figure 2.36 Surface samples are mounted on a holder in the opposite arm of the
six-way cross source chamber.
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be rotated in l5o increments to change in the incident scattering angles. The entire

sample may be translated with respect to the laser beam to change in final scattering

angle. The laser is passed into the chamber through CaFz windows onto gold mirrors

in a multipass configuration. The mirrors are mounted on an adapter with a setscrew

so that no glue introduced to the chamber. These adapters fit in a standard 1,,

Newport Suprema optics mount that is attached to the stainless steel side flanges.

The actuators for these mounts are controlled through Ultra-torr feedthroughs that

have been welded to the stainless steel side flanses.

2.5 Polarization Modulation

2.5.1 Experimentalsetup

The basic components of the spectrometer are kept in place fbr the

stereodynamic studies in Chapters l0 and I l. Several modifications and additional

components are necessary to control the polarization of the laser Iight. First, the

50/50 beam splitter that normally divides the tight between signal and retbrence InSb

detectors is replaced with a gold mirror so that all l ight is passed into the chamber.

The reason involves the additional losses to the laser power that result from the

Rochon polarizer (Karl Lambrecht, MFRVS) and photoelastic modulator (Hinds

International, PEM-80 ZS). The positions of these components are illustrated in

Figure 2.37. The polarizer spatially separates the two polarizations with MgF2
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Figure 2.37 Stereodynamics are measured with polar izat ion modulat ion of the laser
l ight and lock- in detect ion.

crystals that redirect one of the linear components away fiom the initial laser

propagation vector. With the Polarization axis set perpendicular to the laser table. the

transmitted light corresponds to :8l o/o of the total power, which indicates the light

f iom the diode laser is el l ipt ical ly polar ized to a degree. As a test,  a second Rochon

polarizer is used in a cross-configuration, which then attenuates more than 99.8% of

the l ight.  Addit ional losses include ref lect ion from the MgF2 (n: 1.35 at )" :  4.2pm)

and PEM, which is constructed from a ZnSe crystal  (n:2.43 at ) ,  :  4.2pm). The

losses from reflection and initial polarizer lead to =43%otransmission of the initial

power. Since the diode output is = | pW or less, the second beam splitter is omitted

so that higher laser power may be used to detect the alignment and orientation

sisnals.

Rochon

1 T

Pb-salt

_/\_
fiequency /l 11;til;;;',.,fulli_JAJL
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Figure 2.38 A photoelastic modulator (PEM) is used to rotate the polarization from
parallel (ll) to perpendicular (J-) or fiom right (RCp) to left circular (LCp). The
amplitude of the PEM oscillation is optimized by passing the rotating light through a
second cross-configured Rochon polarizer. A reference signal from the pEM
controller is used in a standard lock-in detection scheme.

Rochon
polarizer
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The initial setup involves first overlapping the IR and HeNe beam through

two irises that span the width of the laser table. The beams are then aligned into the

multipass to establish the detection axis for the scattering configurations. Two

additional irises are placed in front of the chamber to mark the laser path into the

chamber. Next, the Rochon polarizer and PEM are mounted in between the first two

irises that were used to overlap the beams. The polarizer is fixed in place so that the

polarization vector for the transmitted light is perpendicular to the laser table. Next,

the PEM is mounted so the beam passes through the center of the ZnSe crystal. The

PEM is designed to rotate the polarization vector through stress induced birefringence

along one of two crystal axes. Trvo piezoelectric bars are glued to opposite edges of

the eight-sided crystal. These bars define the primary axis of the crystal, which is

then aligned at 45'with respect to the polarization vector from the Rochon crystal.

These two components tend to shift the beam path slightly so that the initial

alignment of the Herriot cell multipass is lost. To reestablish the defined path

through the chamber, turning mirrors are used to realign the HeNe and IR beams

through the two irises that were placed at the entrance to the multipass optics.

The piezoelectric transducers in the PEM are driven with a 37.5 kHz

sinusoidal voltage from a high voltage controller. When the crystal oscillates, the

material is either stretched or compressed along the principle axis, which leads to

birefringence in this direction. when the light is passed through the pEM, the

birefringence causes a phase shift of the electric field component along the principle

axis. The magnitude of this effect is controlled by the amplitude of the crystal

oscillation. As the driving voltage increases from zero, the polarization of light is
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rotated from linear to eilipticar. At some point, the phase shift reaches 90o, which

creates oscillating circularly polarized light at 37.5 kHz. Eventually, the phase shift

reaches I 80' to generate the orthogonal linear state at twice the driving frequency, i.e.

75 kHz.

The amplitude of the PEM is set by passing the rotating light through a second

Rochon polarizer' which may be configured in either a cross or parallel configuration.

The setup is il lustrated in Figure 2.38, along rvith sample time traces fiom a parallel-

configuration calibration. The plot shorvs that the transmission through the 2d

polarizer is 100% with the pEM driver off. As the pEM is turned on, a75 kHz sine

wave is observed as the oscillation amplitude drives the birefringence in the crystal.

The rnagnitude of the sine wave time trace increases with the voltage, which is varied

by a dial on the PEM controller. The maximum amplitude of this signal corresponds

to linear polarized light with the orlhogonal polarization. As the voltage increases

past this value, the phase between the two polarizations shifts beyond 1g0., which

shows up as an additional 7 5 kHz component in the time trace. Experiments with

oscillating linear polarizations involved fixing the PEM dial at 400. Calibration of

the oscillating circular polarizations involves passing the light through a MgF2

Babinet-Soleilcompensator (Karl Lambrecht, BSMF-13-2) before the 2nu Rochon

polarizer' The BS compensator acts as a Yt-waveplate to turn circular into linear

polarization. The transmitted light once again oscillates at 75kHz, but the maximum

signal corresponds to circular polarizations. For these experiments, the dial readins

was fixed at 163 on the pEM controller.

-l
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Table 2.2 Phase demodulator calibration.

Dial l F  ( 7 3 . 8  k l l z ) 2F  (73 .8  kHz)  lF  (36 .e  kHz) 2F (36.9 kHz)
0.00
r . 0 0
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

6.650

30.84"
57.95"
80.06"
l  I  1 .65"
138.23 '
160.56"

5 .32"

I  8 . 6 1 "

36.69 '

54.76"

74.70'

95.70'

| 16.96"

I  33.98 '

I  50.98 '

162 .15"

1 .06 '

1 5 . 9 5 "

28.44'

42.53 '

58.48"

73 .10 "

89.32"

102.34'

119.62"

134.24"

146.20'

0.80"

10 .63 "

1 8 . 6 1 '

27.65'

37.22 '

47.85"

5 9 . 0 1 '

71.24"

82.41"

93.04"

98.35 '
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Figure 2.41 Sample absorpt ion and demodulated sisnals.

2.5.2 Signal Processing and Analysis

Voltages from the signal InSb detector are split so that one fraction is sent

directly to the computer A/D (PCI-61l0E, Channel 0), while the other is demodulated

in the circuit outlined in Figure 2.39. The home-built signal demodulator is designed

as a standard lock-in that rectifies the signal voltage by heterodyning it against a

reference signal from the PEM controller box. The correct phase between the signal

and reference voltages is set in the follorving way. Light with oscillating

, t /
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Figure2.42 Bandwidth of the active high and low pass Bessel fllters in the
polar izat ion s ignal demodulator.

polarizations fiom the PEM is once again passed through a cross-configured Rochon

polarizer to generate a sine-wave at the correct frequency. This signal is passed into

the demodulator circuit, at which point the phase control is used to null the output.

The phase is recorded, and then shifted 90o using interpolated values from a known

calibration. Values for this curve are plotted in Figure 2.40 and listed in Table 2.2 for

the various f and 2f settings.

Output voltages from the signal demodulator are sent to Channel I of the A/D

to be stored in parallel with the absorbance traces. A simulated time traces are

plotted in Figure 2.41 to show the sequence of signal manipulation through the

si l \ ' i l --
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experiment. The absorption signal for each quantum state transition corresponds to

the value (Ancp+ Aysp)/2 or (A11 + AL)12. This signal is filtered with a 4-pole high-

pass Bessel filter to isolate the modulated components of the signal. The bandwidth

of this filter is plotted in Figure 2.42. Once filtered, the signal is rectified and then

passed through an 8-pole lorv pass Bessel filter to remove the 2f component. The

resulting time trace of the demodulated signal is proportional to either Ancp- A16p or

Att- Ar. Appropriate characterization of the circuit provides the necessary gain

factors that are used to turn the raw voltages into differential absorbances. The data is

analyzed in a program called alignment.c. One additional cornment about the signals

is well-explained in Miles Weida's thesis. Stray birefringence in the optical path

leads to spurious signals that can alter the magnitude, and even the sign of the

demodulated signal. These effects are taken into account within the analysis program

since the absorbance is recorded in parallel with the demodulated signal.

2.6 Data collection and analysis

2.6.1 Experimental Interface

The experiment is computer-controlled through two National Instruments data

acquisition cards that provide an interface between hardware and software. A C-

based program called scan4.c has been written in the CVI programming platform to

run the experiment through these fwo data acquisition boards. The source code for

scan4.c is included in Appendix D. The DAQ cards are equipped with timing

functions that are used to control standard analog and digital input/output to the

- | I
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experiment.  The f i rst  DAQ card (PCI-61l0E) includes four l2-bi t  analog-ro-digiral

(A/D) converters that sample input voltages (-10 to +10 V) at a maximum rate of 5

MHz over the four channels. one of these A/Ds is used to record the voltages from

the signal subtraction electronics and. ifnecessary, a second channel records voltages

from the polarization demodulator in the stereodynamics studies. 'l 'he 
board also

includes two l6-bit analog outputs, one of lvhich is used to scan the laser after a

transient absorption signal has been recorded at a particular frequency. In addition, a

TTL voltage from a general counter on the board is used to trigger the pulsed valve.

The second DAQ board (pcl-6025E) is used to perform a variety of additional

functions in the experiment. The card has eight A/Ds that sample voltages (_10 to

+10 V) at200 kHz with l2-bi t  resolut ion. These channels are used to record signals

from the etalon and reference gas cell detectors, DC powers from the signal and

reference InSb detectors, and stagnation pressure in the pulsed valve. one of the

analog otttputs on the 60258 card also triggers a remote-controlled laser shutter that is

used at the end of the scan to determine the laser power levels on each detector for the

conversion to absorbance. The schematic for the shutter controller is printed in

Figure 2.43

Before each experiment starts, initial efforts include Iaser alignment, surface

preparation, and initiation of the pulse valve. The laser beam is aligned through the

multipass while the vacuum is vented to atmosphere. once the valve and liquid

surface have been setup, the flanges are replaced and the system is roughed by a

second mechanical pump before the gate valve to the diffusion pump is opened. As

the pressure continues to drop, the multipass is realigned since the beam tends to
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Figure 2.44 Data acquisi t ion interface panel to select scan paramcters.

move as the flanges f'lex and shift the mirrors inside the vacuum. At this point, the

purge box is sealed and f lushed with N: from a lA tank. As COz is slowly dr iven

from the spectrometer, the scanning program is started to initialize the pulsed valve.

Flux through the pinhole is calculated from the measured drop in pressure over time

as the valve after the regulator in the gas manifold is closed. These values are used to

calculate an effective area of the pinhole, which is then compared to the actual

physical area. Close agreement between the two values is expected when the valve is

operating correctly. At this point. the liquid on the wheel is visually inspected
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through the plexiglass flange to make certain the coverage and consistency are

satisf'actory before starting the experiment.

With sconL c running, the laser is tuned to a rovibrational transition and

parked = 500 - 1000 MHz below the centerline frequency. The user interface

includes the Data Setup window i l lustrated in Figure 2.44. The panel al lows the user

to input various control parameters that are used to scan and record data. Most of

these values are recorded in the headerof each file as it is saved atthe end of the

scan. The interface requires the user to choose baseline and signal gates that are used

to integrate the scattered CO: signal. These values are simply used to visually present
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Table2.3 Header information for vscanda/e._r_rx files.

C F77 Variable Notes
Number of t ransmission fr inges

Number ol  t races
Pulses averaged per frequency step

Start of baseline I gate
Length of baseline I gate

Start of signal gate
Length of signal gate

Start of baseline 2 gate
Length of baseline 2 gate

Repetition rate for pulsed valve
Data points per scan
Stagnation pressure

FIour ofscan
MinLrte of scan
Time of scan
Date of scan

I (oooo), 2 (ot r"o), 3 (ol 'ro)
P branch (- l ) ,  R branch (+l)

Rotational State
Software selected gain

Other gain lactors
298 K Doppler width (MHZ)

Lorentizian line width (ref peak)
Lorentizian line width (late sig peak)

Signal Doppler Width (ref Av1o,)
Signal Doppler Width (sig Av1o.)
Signal column density (A*MHz)

Reference column density (A+MHz)

0
I
2
3
A+

6
7
B
9
l 0
l l
1 2
t - 1

t 4
l 5
l 6
t 7
t 8
t 9
20
2 1
22
a 1
L-)

24
25
26

I
2
J

4
5
6
7
8
9
l 0
1 l
t 2
I J

1 4
l 5
t 6
1 7
l 8
l 9
20
2 l
22
z )

24
25
26
27
28

max_zahl
maxspur

rrPulseAve
/B I Start

/B I Length
/SigStart

/SigLength
/B2Start

lB2LengIh
u/PulseRate

icounter
stagpress

StoreHour
StoreMinute
StoreTime
StoreDate

iBand
iBranch
iJState

sCompGain
dOtherGain
RefWgau
WIor (ref
Wlor (sig)

Wgau
Wgau

IntAbsl (s ig)
IntAbsl (rel)

Program

scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
scan4.c
voigta.f
voigta.f
voigta.f
voigtb.f
voigtb.f
voigtb.f
voigtb.f

uHeader variables 28-39 are filled by othe progru*r, s.rch a, voigt2.f, vv3.f, and
other line shape fitting algorithms.
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the data in real time as the laser is scanned over the transition. The program stores

the entire time profile (2 ms) at each frequency so that integrated signals from various

time ,uvindows may be analyzed afterrvard. Sample time traces are plotted in Figure

2.45 to show typical incident beam, scattered co2, and background signals at the

centerline frequency. The plot also includes typical rvindows for the signal gate,

which integrates some fraction of the rising edge of the scattered pulse. The scanning

program plots absorption versus frequency in a panel displayed in Figure 2.46,which

also shows the etalon fringes, reference gas absorption, and DC power on the InSb

detector. At the end ofthe scan, the beam is blocked and 50 points are recorded to

provide off-set values on each detector. Data is then stored in a format listed in the

source code comments in Appendix D, as well as Table 2.3. Absorption profiles are

measured three times each for the ground state and hotband transitions that are

acccssible with the laser diode.

2.6.2 Analysis

Frequency-dependent absorption profiles are generated from the two-

dimensional data array in a program called gate.c. Signal and base line gates are

chosen from initial analysis of the centerline time profiles for a series of ground state

transitions. In general, the shape of the time profile depends on the specific rotational

state since the translational distributions are sensitive to the quantum-state. Signals

from high J-states arrive earlier than those from lorv J, which creates some confusion

about the appropriate integration windorvs. Profiles for a series of J-states are plotted

to reveal the spread in arrival times, at rvhich point the time trace from a middle J-
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Figure2.46 Sample frequency trace with scan4.c illustrates absorption profiles fbr
COz in the scattered f lux and ref-erence cel l .  along with the transmission fr inges from
the etalon.

state is selected to represent the average. From the peak absorbance, the signal

integrat ion window is selected to encompass25 75Yo of the r is ing edge for this

transition. Such arl hoc criteria has been rigorously tested by integrating the time

profiles in incremental steps of 100 psec to show the eff'ects lead to negligible

di f ferences in l ine shapes and relat ive populat ion distr ibut ions. This rout ine provides

a reasonable approach to account for diff'erences in each experimental configuration.

The rising edge of the transient scattered signal is selected to minimize the

contamination by background C02, which often lead to relatively large absorbance

signals because the laser is passed across the width of the entire chamber multiple

G-"-
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times in the Herriot cell. These files are saved as scanDATEb.x.rx, where DATE is a

4-digit rnonth/day and xxx is a file listing from 001 to 999. In addition ro these

profiles, signals at the end of the time trace are integrated to show the resulting

Doppler profiles lead to room temperature rotational and translational distributions.

These files are saved as sconDATEa.xxr.

Once absorption profiles have been generated, the analysis continues by first

interpolating between the transmission fringes to provide accurate frequency steps

over the course of the laser scan. Files are processed by a program called et.f,which

uses free spectral range of the etalon cavity (FSR : 250.51 MHz) in the interpolation.

Afterrvard, these files are fit to a voigt line shape function, where "a" and "b" files

are processed by programsvoigta.f andvoigtb.f, respectively. These routines extract

Gaussian and Lorentzian widths, and also calculate the area under each profile. Each

parameter is stored in the header of the output file, which are listed in Table 2.3 for

vscandoteb.xxx files. The integrated areas are tabulated as column integrated

densities for each transition. These values are then fit to the two-temperature

Boltzmann model in a program called logalpha.f. Extracted values of a and T,ot(lS)

are then used to refit the absorption profiles rvith a two-temperature line shape in a

program called voigt2.f. The final step in the Dopplerimetry analysis requires mock

line shapes that are generated from the sum of TD and IS components. These curves

are calculated in a script called 2temp.pl, which are then fit to a single Gaussian curve

in gauss.f. Further details of each program are included in the comments in Appendix

E .
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